PPBA January 2019 Meeting Minutes
Christmas Party 2018
-Great turnout but it was the biggest toy donation pile we have had in a long time!
Spring Sip n Stroll
-Date is set for Sunday April 28th
-Vanessa volunteered to handle the ABC permitting process and will work with Tiffany on
details of the process.
-Craig has event timeline and to do list from Tiffany for us to use.
-Derek will create a “blurb” to send to potential wine/beer vendors that we want to participate.
Street Fair
-Date is set for Saturday June 22nd
-Live oak education foundation offered to help with planning and running event is we donated
the money that we would pay an actual planner to the foundation.
-Dana has a great candidate for the PPBA event planner position and we are looking into it.
-Derek volunteered to take over reigns of the event coordination and David will still help with
the music portion of the event.
-Derek will discuss with Tiffany to make the best plan of action and PPBA members have
offered to help with different parts of the event to make it work.
-Vanessa volunteered to handle emails for the event to help with vendors and booth
placements etc.
-By the February meeting we need firm decision on who is doing what because it will be time to
start the event process. If we don’t hire a coordinator we will all handle the event together.
-We still need to work on sponsors now. There is a sponsor packet and ?? will send it out as
needed.
Social Media:
-We need all logins and passwords for Facebook, Instagram and Twitter from Tiffany
-Vanessa has a social media manager that might work. She will get a proposal and cost and send
out to the board as soon as possible.
Membership
-Sign ups are open for 2019 for one flat rate of $175
-We need the membership committee to talk with and find new paying memners we only have
25 current paying members
-We need to come up with what the PPBA has to offer to all businesses service or retail, not just
the street fair, third Thursday, and sip n stroll. What else can we do for the businesses here?
-Jeff can create an email to send out to non paying (OLD ) members asking if they would like to
rejoin for the new year with a paypal link to join
Elections
-Craig nominated Vanessa as secretary. Jeff, John, and Derek second that. Vanessa accepted
-Jeff nominated Derek as President. Jeff, Derek, Craig second that. Derek accepted

-John nominated Maria as treasurer. Vanessa, Derek, Craig second that. Maria accepted
-John nominated Steven as Vice President. Vanessa, Jeff, Craig second that.
-Maria nominated Lauren to fill vacant board seat. Vanessa, Derek second that. Lauren
accepted.
-Jeff nominated John to fill empty board seat. Vanessa, Derek, Craig second that. John
accepted.
-Vanessa nominated Sharai to fill empty board seat. Maria, Derek, Jeff second that.

